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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
This report is to inform the Board of Directors of the current state of fire safety provision in 
all premises, for which the Isle of Wight NHS Trust is responsible, in accordance with the 
requirements of NHS FIRECODE.  
 
The report covers the Fire Safety Management and achievements during the period 1st 
April 2016 to 31st March 2017.   
 
Fire safety management is a crucial element within a modern healthcare setting. Good fire 
safety management will support the IoW NHS Trust meet the set Objectives (Quality, 
Innovation, Productivity, Prevention, Reform) and achieve the critical success factors in 
two key areas, Quality (Patient Safety etc.) and Productivity (Develop the Estate etc.).  
 
Effective fire safety depends upon a combination of physical fire precautions and a robust 
system of effective management. Fire safety in the healthcare environment is particularly 
challenging since many healthcare building occupants will require some degree of 
assistance from healthcare staff to ensure their safety in the event of a fire. 
 
Whilst physical fire precautions within a building are intended to provide protection to 
building occupants, effective fire safety management ensures that the incidence of fire is 
minimised, the physical fire precautions are maintained in an operational state, the 
organisation is able to respond effectively should a fire occur, and that the impact of a fire 
incident is minimised.  
 
This is particularly true of healthcare premises on the IoW, especially the main general 
hospital (St Marys), in the event of a fire emergency there is no local alternative hospital 
refuge and therefore emergency patients cannot be diverted on route to another hospital, 
unlike our mainland counter parts. It is crucial that there are robust contingency plans in 
place to be able to carry on caring for patients in a safe environment. 
 
Another critical risk factor that determines the IoW Healthcare fire safety management 
standards is the Isle of Wight Fire & Rescue Service’s (IOWF&RS) Integrated Risk 
Management Plan (IRMP) 2014 – 2020. The IRMP states that the IOWF&RS have a finite 
pool of resources and while the IOWF&RS can call on assistance from the mainland, it is 
critical that the resources they have in place are used in the most efficient manner, key to 
this is the ability to respond according to identified risk locally, regionally and nationally.  
 
Other emergencies occurring on the Island, such as the business unit fire in Cowes 
(January 2016), would have resulted in a reduced attendance to St Mary’s hospital from 
the IOWF&RS; the backup fire cover from Hampshire Fire & Rescue Service (HF&RS) 
were on-route to the island on the Southampton ferry, however, the ferry was forced to 
return to port due to the thick smoke traveling across the Solent leaving the Island with a 
much reduced fire response capability during that period and this would have affected the 
operational response to a fire incident at St Mary’s hospital. 
 
Due to the timeframe and lessons learned from joint exercises the Trust has made 
significant changes to the escape strategy for the safe evacuation of patients on Level C 
of the hospital. The Trust in partnership with IOWF&RS have been pro-active in testing the 
fire and evacuation strategies that have been developed for the clinical inpatients areas 
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(Patient Safety) testing them in September 2015 and May 2016, with major exercise’s 
conducted to look at IOWF&RS response to St Mary’s hospital and the Trust’s ability to 
carry safe and efficient evacuations from Level C the result was that it would take 
approximately 30 minutes for IOWF&RS to get to the seat of a fire in the plant rooms 
above the ground floor after initiating their high rise tactics of firefighting. If mainland fire 
service resources were needed it would be very challenging to get back up resources to 
the island within a reasonable timeframe. There are plans to carry out the joint exercises 
with IOWF&RS again this year. 
 
The current legislation in the form of the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 
requires a managed risk approach to fire safety. The process of fire risk assessment, 
mitigation and review requires a robust system of management capable of identifying 
hazards, qualifying their impact, devising appropriate mitigation and continual monitoring. 
 
The presence of a robust system of fire safety management is a key influence in fire risk 
assessment and in many healthcare environments is the determining factor in evaluating 
the level of fire risk. 
 
The increasing prevalence of building fire strategies for healthcare premises which contain 
fire engineered design solutions are likely to intensify the need for enhanced fire safety 
management. These solutions may require enhanced fire safety management to be 
applied holistically or simply as a specific component of a fire engineered solution. 
 
In a healthcare environment with very high dependency patients, it is unlikely that any 
amount of physical fire precautions on their own can reduce fire risks to an acceptable 
level. Adequate risk mitigation can only be achieved with the provision of a sufficient 
number of suitably trained staff, an environment in which the fire precautions are well 
maintained and effective emergency action plans that have been sufficiently rehearsed.  
 
2.0 NUMBER OF FIRE INCIDENTS 
 
There has been a decrease in the number of fire Incidents and an increase in Unwanted 
Fire Signals (UwF’s) in Trust properties this year when compared to last year’s figures, fire 
incidents have decreased from 5 to 3 and UwFS’s and/or false alarms have increased by 
approximately 23 % to 48.  
 
The IoW Fire & Rescue Service attended 33 of the 51 fire events, 45% being dealt with in 
house without intervention from the IOW F&RS in 2016/17. 
 
• 3 fire incident in 2016/17. 
• 5 fire incident in 2015/16. 
 
• 48 UwFS’s/False alarms in 2016/17. 
• 39 UwFS’s/False alarms in 2015/16. 
 
2.1 Fires 
 
There were 3 incidents classed as fires reported throughout the estate during this period.  
Table 1 shows this incident by Sub-category and Severity.  
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FIRE INCIDENTS 
  NEGLIGIBLE LOW MODERATE HIGH EXTREME TOTAL 
 
Overheated 
nail drill in 
Ryde Health & 
Wellbeing 
Centre 
 

 
 
 
  
 
 

1 0 0 0 0 1 
Patient set 
light to nasal 
cannula on 
Colwell Ward 

 
 
 

0 1 0 0 0 1 

Over heated 
mains light 
unit. Breast 
Screening 

 
 
 
 

1 0 0 0 0 1 
TOTAL 2 1 0 0 0 3 
 
NEGLIGIBLE Negligible 
LOW Slight Damage to Property, Minor Injury to Occupants, First Aid required 
MODERATE Moderate Damage to Property, Partial Evacuation Required, Injury to 

Occupants, Medical Attention Required 
HIGH Large scale Damage to Property, Complete Evacuation Required, 

Occupants Require Hospitalisation 
EXTREME Major Loss of Property, Major Loss of Life 

 
2.1.1 Fire Incidents 
 
The fire in the oxygen cannula in Colwell Ward was picked up in the early stages by a 
member of staff and dealt with immediately reducing the fire damage and injury to the 
patient, the staff member was commended by the Trust board on her prompt and effective 
action reducing the impact of the fire as this could have been a catastrophic event. On 
investigation found to be a patient who had dementia, her cigarettes had been removed 
but she had been left with a lighter. The patient mistook the cannula for a cigarette and lit 
the plastic tubing which caught fire and produced a twelve inch flame which the staff 
member dealt with, neither the patient or the staff member were injured. On reflection the 
staff have realised that the cigarettes are not the fire risk it’s the means of starting a fire 
the lighter. 
 
The fire event in Ryde Health & Wellbeing Centre was picked up in the early stages by the 
automatic fire detection system which activated the fire alarm and staff alerted the Fire 

Table 1 
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Service. On investigation found to be a faulty human nail drill in Podiatry, drill isolated and 
removed. 
 
The fire event in the Breast Screening Unit was an overheating mains light unit. Staff 
could smell electrical burning and activated the fire alarm, they evacuated the building. 
The Fire Service identified the light unit via their thermal image cameras within an office. 
Estates isolated the light unit and patients and staff returned to the unit and commenced 
normal activities.  
 
2.1.2 Unwanted Fire Signal’s (UwFS’s) 
 
Health Technical Memorandum (HTM) (05-03: Operational provisions Part H: Reducing 
UwFS’s in Healthcare Premises), sets out recommendations and guidance for the 
reduction of UwFS’s generated by automatic fire detection and alarm systems. As part of 
the fire safety management of healthcare premises, the number of UwFS’s should be 
minimised.  
 
Instances of UwFS’s impact upon the treatment and care of patients and can result in the 
loss of appointments, disruption to care and treatment regimes, and can significantly affect 
staff morale. 
 
There were 48 UwFS’s reported, of these the IOW F&RS responded to 31 of them.  
 
All 48 incidents were risk scored, they are highlighted below.  
 
Table 2 shows these incidents by Sub-category and Severity.  
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The instances of UwFS’s have increased by approximately 23% within Trust premises; 
this year’s figures (48) showed a high percentage being attributable to patients or the 
public activating manual call points, a percentage of those were due to medical conditions 
such as dementia and some were due to mistaking red fire alarm call points as the green 
emergency automatic door openers.  
 
The Trust Deputy Head of Health & Safety & Security (Dep H of H&S&S) investigates 
each incident and is actively trying to reduce this figure to an acceptable level. Plastic 
covers that require lifting first before operation of the manual call point will reduce this 
figure from accidental operation. 
 
At present the IOW F&RS are responding to all automatic fire alarms as per their 
Integrated Risk Management Plan (IRMP) with 3 fire vehicles for any fire call from 17:00 to 
08:00 hrs Monday to Friday and anytime weekends and 1 fire vehicle from 08:00 to 17:00 
hrs Monday to Friday.  
 
The IOW F&RS can legally charge for all UwFS’s, however, at present they carry out an 
investigation on all UwFS’s that occur at IoW NHS Trust properties through their UwFS’s 
Manager and thus far they are satisfied that the Trust is doing as much as it can be 

Unwanted Fire Signals  

  

NEGLIGIBLE 
LOW MODERATE HIGH EXTREME TOTAL 

Fire 
Service 
Called 

Environmental – 
Cooking Fumes 5 0 0 0 0 5 

 
3 

Environmental – 
Dust etc. from power 
tools 3 0 0 0 0 

 
 

3 

 
 

3 
Environmental – 
External Bonfires 6 0 0 0 0 

 
6 

 
5 

Environmental – 
sprays/steam 3 0 0 0 0 

 
3 

 
1 

Manual Call Point 
Activated by Patient 
or Public 13 0 0 0 0 13 

 
 

5 
Fire Alarm Activated 
by Staff and 
Contractors 8 0 0 0 0 

 
 

8 

 
 

6 
System Fault 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 
Smell of electrical 
burning 3 0 0 0 0 3 

 
3 

Cigarette/e-cigarettes 3 0 0 0 0 3 1 
Unknown 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 
TOTAL 48 0 0 0 0 48 31 

Table 2 
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expected to keep the UwFS’s to a minimum and have not charged the Trust for their 
time/call out costs. This may become a future cost pressure challenge now that IOW 
F&RS have harmonised with HF&RS. 
 
3.0 FIRE TRAINING 
 
The fire training is in two parts, part 1 is basic fire safety theory and part 2 is practical fire 
extinguisher training. Staff must complete both part 1 and part 2 to be fully compliant.   
 
See tables below for Trust compliance levels for substantive staff, bank staff and 
compliance by directorate. 
 
 
Substantive Staff  

Course Requirements Achieved Percentage 
 

Movement from 15/16 

 
Fire Safety Part 1 – Theory 

 
3210 2955 92% 

 
 

1%  

 
 
Fire Safety Part 2 - Extinguishers  3210 2289 71% 

 
 

1%  

 
 
Fire Safety Parts 1 and 2 3210 2194 68% 

 
 

1%  
 
Bank Staff 
 
Course Requirements Achieved Percentage Movement from 15/16 

Fire Safety Part 1 - Theory 312 277 89% 

 

25%  

Fire Safety Part 2 - Extinguishers  312 146 47% 21%  

Fire Safety Parts 1 & 2 312 139 44% 18%  
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Directorate Competency Name Required Achieved Compliance %
470 2Allergy & R&D Funded by Income Business Unit Fire Safety Parts 1 & 2 17 15 88%

470 2Ambulance, Urgent Care & Community Services Fire Safety Parts 1 & 2 673 516 77%

470 2Bank Staff Fire Safety Parts 1 & 2 312 136 44%

470 2Chief Operating Officer Fire Safety Parts 1 & 2 91 71 78%

470 2Clinical Support, Cancer & Diagnostic Service Fire Safety Parts 1 & 2 605 445 74%

470 2Finance & Performance Mgt Fire Safety Parts 1 & 2 129 108 84%

470 2General Medicines Business Unit Fire Safety Parts 1 & 2 259 184 71%

470 2Mental Health & Learning Disability Fire Safety Parts 1 & 2 351 236 67%

470 2Nursing Directorate Fire Safety Parts 1 & 2 54 39 72%

470 2Surgical & Women & Child Health Services Fire Safety Parts 1 & 2 415 263 63%

470 2Transformation & Integration Fire Safety Parts 1 & 2 243 122 50%

470 2Trust Administration Fire Safety Parts 1 & 2 64 41 64%

Fire Safety Mandatory Training Compliance - by Directorate 31-03-17

 
 
68% of the Trust substantive and fixed-term headcount (3210) and 45% of Trust Bank 
Staff (312) are fully compliant having carried out Part 1 & 2 of the Trust fire safety training, 
current as at 31st March 2017, compared with 69% of the Trust substantive staff and 26% 
of Trust Bank Staff trained in 2015/2016. This is an overall 1% decrease from the previous 
year for Trust substantive staff and an 18% increase for Trust Bank Staff. However the 
bank staff figures is a poor compliance level although it is going in the right direction, the 
Dep H of H&S&S will be actively seeking ways to address this compliance level as bank 
staff will be one of the most vulnerable groups due to being used in differing wards etc. 
and not aligned to one department. 
 
Training Manager Pro Online (Pro4 Online) 
 
Pro4 Online replaces the previous paper-based Mandatory Training Passports, and 
provides an online representation of the information recorded on the live Training Manager 
Pro4 database. Managers and individual members of staff can use this to tell them what 
mandatory training is required and when it is due for renewal. This system is live, so users 
will always have the latest information in relation to their training at their fingertips. Pro4 
online can also show a full list of all the training that has been completed (Mandatory and 
Non-Mandatory) and the dates these courses were taken.  
 
Manager and Individual Self Service are available to everyone and can also be used to 
view available training sessions and to request places on these courses. 
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A risk assessment and training needs analysis was carried out on all staff groups to 
determine the frequency of the fire training, some staff are required to do the mandatory 
fire training on an annual basis (Clinical areas or high fire risk area’s) and others every two 
years (Non-clinical area’s or low fire risk areas). 
 
Staff are required to complete part 1 & 2 to be compliant in the mandatory fire safety 
module. 
 
There are a number of ways that staff can access the fire training;  
 

• Via e-learning to complete the fire theory (part 1), for those that are competent 
the test can be completed and if the student is successful and achieves the 
required pass mark that is all that is needed from the theory part, however, for 
those that are not so competent the fire theory e-learning package needs to be 
completed followed by the competency test. Available 24/7 can also be 
accessed at home. 

 
• Clinical Training days for staff, this allows staff to complete both fire theory (part 

1) and practical fire extinguisher training (part 2) in one event away from their 
workplace environment. Available twice a month. 

 
• Practical fire extinguisher training sessions (part 2) in the Education centre. 

Available four times a month. 
 

• The Dep H of H&S&S has got a laser fire training unit. This allows the simulated 
laser fire extinguishers to be used inside clinical areas, the trainer can set 
several different types of fire on the monitor and staff can practise the correct 
techniques in putting fires out in complete safety.  

 
• The fire safety team will visit departments to carry out both Part 1 and part 2 fire 

training locally, if requested. Available on a booking and diary availability basis.  
 

• Fire Warden Training, this is a requirement of all wards/department to have at 
least one suitable trained fire warden this also includes both theory (part 1) and 
practical fire extinguisher training (part 2). Available on a quarterly basis. 

 
• Train the Trainers for fire extinguisher training, the Ambulance Service and 

Patient Transport Department have their own trainers who have been trained by 
the Dep H of H&S&S to be able to deliver the fire extinguisher training at a time 
that suits their needs. 

 
2219 fire extinguisher training places are required each year to capture both high risk 
(annual) and low risk (Bi-annual) fire training requirements. Over a 12 month period 3168 
places were available for practical fire extinguisher training (part 2) to allow for staff 
cancellations and DNA’s (Did not attend). 
 
3.1 Fire Warden 
 
To comply with the current Trust Fire Safety Policy, Fire Safety Legislation and to increase 
fire safety awareness, fire wardens are being trained in each building/floor/department.   
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There are 191 trained Fire Wardens throughout the Trust estate, which is an increase of 6 
compared to last year’s report. This amount to 98% of the Trust wards/departments that 
have got trained fire wardens. The Dep H of H&S&S will be targeting the 2% that do not 
comply in the next reporting period. 
 
4.0 FIRE EVACUATIONS/DRILLS 
 
In a healthcare environment with very high dependency patients, it is unlikely that any 
amount of physical fire precautions on their own can reduce fire risks to an acceptable 
level. Adequate risk mitigation can only be achieved with the provision of a sufficient 
number of suitably trained staff, an environment in which the fire precautions are well 
maintained and effective emergency action plans that have been sufficiently rehearsed. 
 
Fire Evacuations/drills is a key function that tests the wards and Trust’s ability to respond 
to internal fire emergencies and will reduce the risk to patient safety by rehearsing the 
emergency plans on a regular occasion and also confirms the mandatory fire training 
relevance and competency. 
 
The compliance rate in fire evacuations/drills averaged 84% this year. It is a constant 
challenge for the Dep H of H&S&S to get all building Departments Wards/ Units etc. to 
carry out an annual fire drill/evacuation exercise to test the fire evacuation procedures for 
that area, however, engaging staff to be more involved in their own fire drills has had a 
significant impact on the amount of drills but also provides realistic practice that 
establishes learning points and action plans, to improve future response. 
 
 
5.0 FIRE SAFETY AUDITS (FSA) and FIRE RISK ASSESSMENTS (FRA’s) 
 
The Chief Executive is requested to confirm annually that the Trust’s management policies 
regarding fire safety comply with the provisions of NHS FIRECODE see annual fire 
statement in Appendix A. 
 
To assist with this request, it is recommended that the Chief Executives arrange for an 
audit of fire safety covering all of their premises. The purpose of the audit is to monitor 
compliance with statutory requirements and Firecode, to identify weaknesses in 
conformity, set up remedial programmes, and to allocate sufficient resources within the 
framework of the Trust’s business plan.  
 
The Dep H of H&S&S carries out an in depth FRA and FSA to establish compliance, this 
amounts to 22 external properties and 74 areas within the St Mary’s site. The frequency of 
the audits are determined via a risk assessed approach, with an initial fire risk assessment 
to determine the risk level and further visits classified as either High Risk (annual), 
Medium Risk (every 3 years) or Low Risk (every 5 years). The average score for 
compliance level in FRA and audits throughout the year is 96%. 
 
To compensate for the reduction of fire risk audits in the lower fire risk areas, the Dep H of 
H&S&S has introduced fire warden training for staff (see 3.1 above) so that they can self 
audit and respond to any fire safety risks as they occur.  
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The FRA’s and FSA consist of the following aspects; 
 

• The acceptance of responsibilities set for fire safety as required by HTM 05-01, by 
Chief Executive/General Manager 

 
• Written Fire Safety Policies for all Healthcare premises 

 
• Nomination of a Board Level Director having responsibility for fire safety 

 
• Appointment of a Fire Safety Manager 

 
• Appointment of Trust Fire Safety Advisers 

 
• A rolling programme for installing and maintaining an adequate level of fire 

precautions for each of its Healthcare premises, for inclusion in the annual 
business plans for each premises 

 
• A regular review and updating of Fire Safety Polices and Emergency Procedures 

 
• Risk assessments to ensure compliance with the Fire Safety Order 

 
• A procedure for reporting serious fires, in accordance with HTM 05-01 

 
• Training staff in accordance with HTM 05-01 

 
• Procedures for alerting the Fire Brigade in the event of a fire in accordance with 

HTM 05-03: Part B 
 

• Regular testing and recording of the condition and effectiveness of fire alarm and 
detection systems and extinguishment systems 

 
• Regular checking and recording of the condition of first aid fire-fighting equipment 

 
• Regular checking of the effectiveness of escape lighting; the presence and validity 

of fire drawings, indicating means of escape, physical fire precautions etc 
 

• The procedure for issuing hot work permits and the control and use of flammable 
materials, for example adhesives etc, within healthcare premises 

 
• Appropriate procedures for consultation with local Fire and Building Control 

Authorities 
 

• The correct procedure for the storage of flammable liquids 
 

• Practice of evacuation techniques involving the use of escape bed lifts (provided in 
accordance with HTM 05-05: Part E) 

 
• Provisions for commercial premises (HTM 05-03: Part D) 
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• Fire safety in staff residences (house in multiple occupation) 
 

• Policies for purchasing flame-retardant textiles and furniture (HTM 05-03: Part C) 
 
The Dep H of H&S&S collates all the findings of the audits in the form of a an FRA report 
and presents them to the relevant manager and any other pertinent staff group e.g. 
Maintenance Manager etc for action as required. If a there is a perceived risk that is Trust 
wide or cannot be resolved locally the Dep H of H&S&S will progress the risk onto the 
corporate risk register. 
 
6.0 LEGISLATION 
 
Whilst a number of statutes place duties in respect of fire safety upon those controlling an 
organisation or its activities, the two primary pieces of legislation that impose statutory fire 
safety duties are the Building Regulations 2010 and the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) 
Order 2005. The former of these focuses upon the minimum functional fire safety 
requirements that must be met in the provision of a new building or the material alteration 
or change of use of an existing building. The latter is concerned with the continued fire 
safety provisions to protect relevant persons. 
 
Fire safety requirements of the Building Regulations 2010 
 
The Regulations consider five aspects of fire safety in the construction of buildings as set 
out in Part B of Schedule 1: 
 
B1 Means of escape 
That sufficient provision is made in the design of the building so that an early warning of 
fire can be given and the building occupants can escape to a place of safety. 
 
B2 Internal fire spread (linings) 
That the internal linings of a building do not support a rapid spread of fire.  
 
B3 Internal fire spread (structure) 
That the stability of the building structure is maintained for a reasonable period and the 
spread of fire through the building and in unseen cavities and voids is inhibited by sub-
dividing the building with fire resisting construction or the installation of automatic fire 
suppression. 
 
B4 External fire spread 
That the spread of fire between buildings is discouraged by adequate separation between 
them and controlling the number and size of openings in the building envelope. 
 
B5 Access and facilities for the fire service 
That the building, the site layout and access roads are designed in such a way as to 
enable the fire and rescue service to fight fire and affect the rescue of persons caught in a 
fire. 
 
Whilst the Building Regulations are predominantly focused upon the physical fire 
precautions incorporated in a building, all such measures are complemented by, and often 
dependent upon, adequate fire safety management activity to ensure their correct use, 
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continued functioning and that such provisions remain appropriate throughout the life of 
the building. 
 
In particular, Part 8 of the Building Regulations states a requirement under Regulation 38 
for the person carrying out relevant work to provide the responsible person with 
information relating to the design and construction of the building, and the services, fittings 
and equipment provided which will assist the responsible person to operate and maintain 
the building with reasonable safety. 
 
Fire safety requirements of the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 
 
The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 came into force in October 2006 and 
replaced the majority of previous fire safety legislation. In this document it will be referred 
to as the Fire Safety Order. 
 
Responsibility for complying with the Fire Safety Order rests with the responsible person. 
For the majority of cases in healthcare organisations the responsible person will be the 
employer. For example, in a hospital NHS trust the responsible person is the Trust board, 
whereas for a general practice, the responsible person may be the senior partner or an 
individual GP. 
 
The Fire Safety Order requires that the responsible person puts in place all necessary fire 
precautions to protect relevant persons in the event of fire in and around the premises. 
 
In order to determine the necessary fire precautions, the responsible person is 
required to undertake a suitable and sufficient assessment of fire risk which takes 
into account those at special risk, such as disabled people, those that have special 
needs and children. In addition, consideration of any dangerous substance liable to 
be on the premises must be reflected in the fire risk assessment. 
 
Any preventative and protective measures necessary to safeguard those potentially at risk 
from the effects of fire should be implemented to the extent that it is reasonable and 
practicable. Effective arrangements must be made for the planning, organisation, control 
monitoring and review of the preventative and protective measures. 
 
Duties imposed upon the responsible person include: 
 
• Taking measures to reduce the risk of fire on the premises and the risk of the spread of 

fire on the premises; 
 
• Taking measures to eliminate or reduce risks resulting from the presence and/or use of 

dangerous substances; 
 
• Providing appropriate means of detecting fire and raising the alarm including 

communication with the external emergency services; 
 
• Providing appropriate fire fighting equipment; 
 
• Providing and ensuring the availability of appropriate escape routes and exits; 
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• Planning, implementing and rehearsing appropriate procedures for serious and 
imminent danger and for areas of danger; 

 
• Maintaining the facilities, equipment and devices necessary to safeguard the safety of 

relevant persons; 
 

• Appointing sufficient competent persons to assist in undertaking the preventative and 
protective measures. 

 
• Providing employees, and the parents of employed children, with comprehensible and 

relevant information on risks identified in the fire risk assessments, the preventative 
and protective measures taken, and the appropriate procedures. 

 
• Providing similar information to persons working in or on the premises who are not 

employed by the responsible person; 
 
• Providing adequate safety training to employees; 
 
• Cooperating and coordinating with other responsible persons that have duties in 

respect of the premises. 
 
• Maintaining provisions deemed necessary for safeguarding the safety of fire-fighters. 
 
The duties imposed by the Fire Safety Order on the responsible person are also imposed 
on every person, other than the responsible person, who has to any extent control 
of the premises. The extent of such duties is determined by the extent of control 
exercised by that person. In essence, the person in charge of a ward at any given time is 
subject to the same responsibilities under the Fire Safety Order as the responsible person 
in respect of the ward.  
 
7.0 RISK REDUCTION – CAPITAL INVESTMENT  
 
The Trust has invested a significant amount of capital funds to reduce the fire risks within 
the main hospital site. This has included; 
 

 
• Upgrading the main fire alarm system to replace the fire alarm panels. 

 
• Upgrading the plans system within the fire alarm for more accurate identification of 

the fire alarm activation for the IOW F&RS. 
 
The Dep H of H&S&S has also produced a paper entitled ‘Fire Safety Strategy for Future 
Fire related Capital Investment’, which is regularly tabled at the Capital Investment Group. 
This document sets out the strategy for future fire safety investment and can be adapted 
to encompass the Trust estate strategy and Wight partnership vision as the Trust adapts 
to the changes outlined within the Hampshire and Isle of Wight System Transformation 
Programmes (STP) via the Isle of Wight Local Delivery System (LDS). 
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The document focus was to achieve the Care Quality Commission’s (CQC) essential 
standards of quality and safety under the heading safeguarding and safety, Outcome 10: 
Safety and suitability of premises. 
 
To be able to accomplish the CQC standard above, the Dep H of H&S&S will be carrying 
out further FRA’s and completing the Trust Business Case model for capital investment 
during the next financial year. 
 
8.0 COMMUNITY FIRE SAFETY 
 
During this reporting period there have been no changes to the building portfolio for the 
Trust. It is likely that in the next financial year Woodlands and The Gables will be 
relocated into other buildings which will need to be suitability for the client’s needs. It is 
good practice to reduce old building stock that are difficult to maintain and replace them 
with appropriate buildings that are fit for purpose to allow for the safe delivery of health 
care to patients in the community.  
 
There are some building assets that will need to be monitored and assessed as to their 
suitability in delivering a safe environment for patients and staff. Two buildings which are 
difficult to maintain are Chantry House and The Gables in Newport, although they are 
physically sound there age and set up does not provide suitable accommodation.  
 
9.0 OTHER FIRE SAFETY MATTERS 
 
Advisory information on new and alterations of existing buildings continue to generate a 
significant amount of work, they include new builds and refurbishments and this will 
probably increase in line with the Estate moving towards a more community based 
healthcare provision. 
 
A key issue will be the involvement of the Dep H of H&S&S in the planned Estate 
improvement works with regard to fire safety over the next five years under the Estate 
Strategy and/or Wight Partnership vision. 
 
10.0     SUMMARY 
 
The majority of the Trust estate is becoming increasingly more mature as the years pass 
and this will require a comprehensive auditing process to assess its sustainability and 
calculate the fire risks that will be arising due to the age and use of the building and its 
services. An effective backlog maintenance programme is being developed and is a vital 
element in reducing this risk. The Estate Strategy does highlight the buildings that are 
more of a backlog maintenance risk, generally these buildings are a high fire risk because 
of a lack of investment in the maintenance of fire safety systems e.g. Fire alarms, 
emergency lights etc. 
 
The overall fire safety strategy for the Trust sites is progressing well, with some major 
investment on fire safety issues this year to reduce the fire risks and improve patient 
safety. However, this investment in the buildings and patient safety requires constant 
monitoring and regular capital funding to avoid the estate falling below the fire/patient 
safety standards required.  
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The main fire alarm panels were replaced during this reporting period due to a significant 
development with the manufacturer of the original fire alarm panels at St Mary’s hospital 
which meant that the fire alarm panels will not be supported.  
 
Some locations within the St Mary’s site will have infrastructures that have not been 
upgraded since the initial build and therefore have an enhanced fire risk.  
 
The fire training figures have been mixed this year with a (1% decrease for substantive 
staff and a 18% increase for bank staff), this is due to the fire training team being flexible 
in how the training is carried out and a concentrated effort on improving the bank staff 
mandatory fire training figure. 
 
There are now 191 Fire wardens trained within the IoW NHS Trust which is an increase of 
6 compared to last year’s report. This amounts to 98% of the Trust wards/departments 
have now got trained fire wardens.  
 
The Fire Risk Assessment (FRA) and audit programme was completed successfully and 
any issues progressed through the relevant channels. 
 
Staff have engaged in fire drill/evacuation exercises and more ownership and commitment 
from Managers and local Fire Wardens have resulted in some excellent fire drills being 
carried out. 
 
Other tasks will be to continue the updating of fire precautions, particularly firefighting 
equipment, signage and fire alarm systems as the opportunity arises. 
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Appendix A 
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Annex B 
2016/17 
FIRE SAFETY 
 
ACTION PLAN FOR 2016/17 
 
 
 
Aim Action Responsibility Support Date Outcome 
Update fire 
systems to 
detect, alert 
and improve 
patient safety 
through 
backlog 
maintenance 
investment. 

To RAG rate all 
fire related risks 
and feed them 
into the backlog 
maintenance 
risk log. 

Dep H of 
H&S&S 

Estates 
Capital 
Team 

 17th 
June 
2016. 
 
 

April 2017 
Achieved 

Improve fire 
safety 
mandatory 
training figures 
by 5%. 

To carry out a 
monthly, no 
booking 
required, drop 
in session for 
fire extinguisher 
training as an 
extra to the fire 
training 
portfolio. 

Dep H of 
H&S&S 

Education 
Centre and 
all Trust 
Management 

17th 
June 
2016. 
 
 
 

April 2017  
1% 
decrease. 
 
 

Increase the 
amount of fire 
wardens for 
high fire risk 
areas. 5% 

Write to 
Managers in 
areas where 
there are no fire 
wardens 
trained. 

Dep H of 
H&S&S 

All Trust 
Managers 

17th 
June 
2016. 

April 2017 
Completed 
98% of 
areas now 
have Fire 
Wardens. 
Achieved 

Improve fire 
safety 
mandatory 
training figures 
for bank staff 
by 20% 

To help bank 
staff co-
ordinator to 
organise 
mandatory 
training days for 
bank staff. 

Bank Staff Co-
ordinator 

Education 
Centre 

20th 
March 
2017 

April 2017 
completed 
21% 
Achieved 

Test 
evacuation 
strategy with 
IoW F&RS 

Organise and 
carry out joint 
fire exercise. 

Dep Head of 
H&S&S 

Emergency 
Planning 
Group 

20th 
March 
2017 

April 2017 
Achieved 
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Annex C 
 
 
2017/18 
FIRE SAFETY 
 
ACTION PLAN FOR 2017/18 
 
 
Aim Action Responsibility Support Date Outcome Risk 
Update fire 
systems to 
detect, alert 
and improve 
patient 
safety 
through 
backlog 
maintenance 
investment. 

To RAG rate 
all fire 
related risks 
and feed 
them into 
the backlog 
maintenance 
risk log. 

Dep H of 
H&S&S 

Estates 
Capital 
Team 

 20th 
March 
2018. 
 
 

 Reduction in 
Fire Safety 
measures 
would result 
in a higher 
risk to 
patient 
safety 

Improve fire 
safety 
mandatory 
training 
figures by 
42%. 

To carry out 
a monthly, 
no booking 
required, 
drop in 
session for 
fire 
extinguisher 
training as 
an extra to 
the fire 
training 
portfolio. 

Dep H of 
H&S&S 

Education 
Centre and 
all Trust 
Management 

20th 
March 
2018 
 

 Staff not 
trained in 
basic fire 
awareness 
and the use 
of fire 
extinguishers 
is a breach 
of legislation 
and would 
increase 
patient 
safety risk. 

Increase the 
amount of 
fire wardens 
to 99% 

Write to 
Managers in 
areas where 
there are no 
fire wardens 
trained. 

Dep H of 
H&S&S 

All Trust 
Managers 

20th 
March 
2018 

 Reduction in 
Fire wardens 
would 
reduce 
prevention of 
fires at local 
level. 

Improve fire 
safety 
mandatory 
training 
figures for 
bank staff by 
66% 

To help 
bank staff 
co-ordinator 
to organise 
mandatory 
training days 
for bank 
staff. 

Bank Staff Co-
ordinator 

Education 
Centre 

20th 
March 
2018 

 Staff not 
trained in 
basic fire 
awareness 
and the use 
of fire 
extinguishers 
is a breach 
of legislation 
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and would 
increase 
patient 
safety risk. 

Test 
evacuation 
strategy with 
IoW F&RS 

Organise 
and carry 
out joint fire 
exercise. 

Dep Head of 
H&S&S 

Emergency 
Planning 
Group 

20th 
March 
2018 

 If plans are 
not tested 
with the 
Local 
Authority 
Fire Service 
it could 
reduce the 
positive 
outcome if a 
fire where to 
occur. 
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